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Is a Case Analysis Memorandum required or otherwise requested or needed? 
 
If "No," check appropriate box below and fill out all appropriate sections for the record as necessary.
SVIP Checklist
CASE ANALYSIS MEMORANDUM
1. BASIC INFORMATION
Suspect (LN, FN, MI)
Rank
Suspect's Unit
CCN
SVIP TC (LN, FN, MI)
Rank
Phone #
RTC (LN, FN, MI)
Rank
Region
SJA (LN, FN, MI)
Rank
SJA's Unit
2. BLUF
3. TYPES OF OFFENSE(S)
4. BRIEF CASE SYNOPSIS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
PTC/PTR
Date Imposed
Type of Restraint
 Victim(s)
ID Victims by their initials in the CAM e.g., Victim1-IMV, Victim2-VIM.
5. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS (SOL) AND JURISDICTION
SOL Concerns?
If "No," enter N/A; if "Yes," explain:              
EAS/Retirement Date
Location of Incident
Civilian Jurisdiction?
If "Yes," did the civilian authorities cede jurisdiction?
[Explain as needed]
 If civilian jurisdiction was ceded: 
Why did the civilian authorities not go forward?
Who turned the case over?
How was the case turned over?
6. CHARGES AND EVIDENCE
Potential Charges
Evidence Reviewed
Discussion of Charges and Evidence
Discuss each potential special victim offense below.  Non-special victim offenses maybe discussed at the discretion of the supervisory attorney.
Potential Charge #
Overall Assessment of the Charge/Evidence    
[If required]  
Is there probable cause to believe that an offense was committed?          
Should this charge be preferred against the suspect?        
[If No, must explain below.]
VICTIM(S) PREFERENCE
For each Victim, answer the following:
Victim [INT]
Is There a VLC?
VLC (LN, FN, MI)
VLC Rank/Pay Grade
VLC Phone #
VLC Email
Last Contact with Victim
Victim Preference Received  
  Victim Determined to be Unavailable    
 Victim Preference Statement Uploaded to CMS? 
Victim Preference
LITIGATION ATTORNEY ADVISOR (LAA)
LAA Consulted?
LAA Name (LN, FN, MI)
LAA Last Consulted
[MMM/YY if not sure of date]  
LAA Input/Notes
(e.g., if not consulted)
EXPLANATION
SVIP TC Comments
[Please explain the selections in the BLUF above as needed.  This section is optional.  Brief when recommendation is to prefer charges.]
Supervisory Attorney Comments
CERTIFICATION
ONCE COMPLETED UPLOAD FORM TO CMS/WOLVERINE
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